For all other GM products undergoing an EFSA safety assessment (2-5 years), European member states who don't want GMOs in their country can now request that the market authorization does not apply to them. And even after an authorization, they can exempt themselves from it. Their arguments no longer have to take into account science (even controversial science like that of Séralini), as was previously the case. It is now perfectly valid to oppose the planting of GMOs on grounds related to agricultural policy (e.g., "Our nation is "GM-free""), or town and country planning, land use, socioeconomic impact, coexistence (of GM, non-GM and organic crops) or even something as vague as "public policy" (e.g., "It's our policy not to have GMOs, so now we don't have to").
This will have repercussions for countries that decide to cultivate GM crops which border countries that don't. And in Europe, neighboring countries can end up on opposite sides of the discussion: for example, France bans GMOs, whereas its neighbor Spain cultivates 80% of Europe's one approved GM crop. With more GM products entering cultivation in science-friendly jurisdictions, the possibility of crossborder outcrossing/admixture of GM seed from one state to another is an increasing possibility. Seeds don't respect national borders, boundaries, walls or barbed wire.
There are agreed upon technical solutions to reducing unwanted GM pollen by means of buffer zones between GM crops and 'conventional' or 'organic' crops. But as in most areas of European policy when it comes to GM crops, fearful administrators prefer bigger buffer zones than the science recommends. Luxembourg, for instance, insists on an 800-meter zone between GM and non-GM corn and a massive 6 kilometers between GM rapeseed and organic rapeseed. If the nations around Luxembourg decided they liked GM crops (currently they don't), most of that tiny country would be a buffer zone. This is not an idle concern. The EU is a collection of small countries composed often of even smaller historical and geographical parts: 16 Lander in Germany, 22 metropolitan regions in France, three linguistically diverse bits of Belgium, 17 autonomous communities in Spain, four countries in the UK and so forth. And subsidiarity, the very European principle invoked to hand back decisions on GMOs to the member states, also applies to subnational divisions. Wales and parts of Scotland have declared themselves GMO-free; so have the communities of Asturias and the Basque Country in Spain; so has most of former West Germany (but not the former East Germany) and most, but not all, of Italy.
At best, the latest European retrogressive initiative will appease some politicians. At worst, it will not only make national bans on GMOs more likely by removing the need for science-based justification but also increase litigation. As for letting the GMO genie out of the bottle, it simply uses subsidiarity to punt the dispute into the long grass of regional, rather than continental, squabbling.
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